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Ten years after introducing the number-one LAMBDA Chain to the market in 1988,  

TSUBAKI has developed innovative technology that sets the bar even higher for lu-

be-free chain performance. To the user the benefits that X-LAMBDA provides mean  

increased productivity, reduced maintenance and a cleaner working environment.

Technical Evolution of BS LAMBDA
BS X-LAMBDA chain is a quantum leap for power transmission 
technology. The basic BS LAMBDA components (a special coated 
pin and a NSF-H1 oil-impregnated sintered bush) come comple-
ted with special felt seals (patented) between inner and outer link 
plate that lock in lubrication while keeping dirt and abrasives out.

Because of this evolution BS X-LAMBDA chain greatly increases the 
performance of the BS LAMBDA chains. When your operation 
needs to run clean, when machines and conveyed materials must 
be free from contact with oil, or when lubrication is difficult,  
BS X-LAMBDA chain can extend the life of your operation drasti-
cally.

Fig. 11 Basic Construction

Advantages
Additional to all BS LAMBDA advantages, TSUBAKI has enhanced 
the BS X-LAMBDA with the following additional advantages: 

Extended Wear Life
Even longer wear life than BS LAMBDA chain (over 5 times longer).

Applicable in Dusty Environments
Extra protection of critical areas due to the specially developed 
felt seal.

Connecting Method
When connecting the chain, use a BS X-LAMBDA chain con-
necting link (with a felt seal). As shown in Fig. 12 insert felt seals 
between the outer plate and the connecting link plate, then  
attach the link.

Fig. 12 Connecting Method BS X-LAMBDA

Interchangeability

Chains:
BS X-LAMBDA chain is interchangeable with standard BS roller 
chain. However, as the pins are longer than those of the standard 
BS roller chain, please make sure that there is no interference 
with the machine.

Sprockets:
Standard BS roller chain sprockets can be used. However, due  
to the extended lifetime of BS X-LAMBDA chain, TSUBAKI advises 
to install sprockets with hardened teeth in every LAMBDA  
application.

BS X-LAMBDA LUBE FREE ROLLER CHAIN
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BS X-LAMBDA LUBE FREE ROLLER CHAIN

TSUBAKI
Chain No.

Pitch
Roller

Diameter
Inner
Width

Pin Link Plate

Min. Tensile 
Strength
acc. to 

ISO 606
Approx. 
MassDiameter Length Length Thickness Thickness Height

p d1 b1 d2 L1 L2 T t H (max) kN kg/m

RS08B-LMX-1 12.70 (1/2”) 8.51 7.75 4.45 9.00 10.60 1.60 1.60 11.80 17.8 0.70
RS10B-LMX-1 15.875 (5/8”) 10.16 9.65 5.08 10.30 12.00 1.50 1.50 14.70 22.2 0.95
RS12B-LMX-1 19.05 (3/4”) 12.07 11.68 5.72 11.90 13.80 1.80 1.80 16.10 28.9 1.25
RS16B-LMX-1 25.40 (1”) 15.88 17.02 8.28 18.55 21.75 4.00 3.20 21.00 60.0 2.70

Dimensions in mm

Note:

1. Connecting links are clip type for sizes up to RS12B-LMX, and cotter type for size RS16B-LMX.

2. Due to the use of the felt seal, the pins are longer. Check for machine interference.

3. X-LAMBDA offset links are not available.

4. X-LAMBDA double strand chain is not available.

5. Due to the oil in the felt seal, more oil adheres to the surface of X-LAMBDA chain than regular LAMBDA chain.
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BS X-LAMBDA Chain
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